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A B S T R A C T

Objective: Reports of neurological involvement during Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus-2 (SARS-
CoV-2) infection course are increasingly described. The aim of this review is to provide a clinical approach of
SARS-CoV-2 neurological complications based on the direct or indirect (systemic/immune-mediated) role of the
SARS-CoV-2 in their genesis.
Methods: A review of the current literature has been carried out up to May 20th 2020 according to the PRISMA
guidelines. All case series and reports of adult neurological manifestations associated to SARS-CoV-2 published in
English were considered. Review and fundamental research studies on Coronaviruses neuroinvasive potential
were analyzed to support pathogenic hypothesis and possible underlying mechanisms. Clinical patterns were
subdivided into three groups according to putative underlying mechanisms: direct invasion of central or pe-
ripheral nervous system, systemic disorders leading to acute CNS injuries and post-infectious neurological syn-
dromes (PINS).
Results: Sixteen case series and 26 case reports for a total of 903 patients were identified presenting with
neurological involvement during SARS-CoV-2 infection. Hypo/anosmia and dys/ageusia were found in 826 pa-
tients and mainly attributed to direct viral invasion. Cerebrovascular complications occurred in 51 patients and
related to viral infection associated systemic inflammation. PINS were described in only 26 patients. A wide
heterogeneity of these reports emerged concerning the extension of the clinical examination and ancillary exams
performed.
Conclusions: Neurological complications of SARS-CoV-2 are mainly related to olfactory and gustatory sensory
perception disorders through possible direct nervous system invasion while cerebrovascular disease and PINS are
rare and due to distinct and indirect pathophysiological mechanisms.
1. Introduction

Human Coronaviruses (CoVs) cause respiratory and enteric disease in
rodents, cats, pigs and humans (Desforges et al., 2019). The end of 2019
has been marked by the transmission and spread of a novel Coronavirus
(2019-nCoV) (Zhu et al., 2020) and its related severe acute respiratory
syndrome (SARS-CoV-2) to the human species in Hubei region, China
(Wang et al., 2020). Clinical picture in most patients is mild, with flu-like
symptoms like fever, cough and myalgia but in about one quarter of cases
(Huang et al., 2020) the virus lead to severe acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS) that requires hospital-care and invasive ventilation in
intensive care unit (ICU) for severe cases (Zhou et al., 2020). In a subset
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of those, ranging from 3 to 4%, the infection can lead to multiorgan
failure (MOF) and death (Nath, 2020).

The fast outbreak of the virus in Europe and United States in the
beginning of 2020 multiplied the number of infected people and the
World Health Organization (WHO) declared SARS-CoV-2 infection
pandemic on March 11th (WHO, 2020). With the increasing number of
cases, other clinical manifestations than ARDS and respiratory tract
infection, like anosmia, have been described allowing the identification
of new cases and their prompt isolation (Rothe et al., 2020). In northern
Italy, the epicentre of the European epidemic, some clinicians began to
identify additional central nervous system involvement that could lead to
worse outcome in infected patients, and warned about the acute neuro-
logical complaints in respiratory affected people, especially in endemic
areas (Talan, 2020).
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Glossary

SARS-CoV-2 Severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
PINS Post-infectious neurological syndrome
PRISMA Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and

Meta-Analysis
CoV Coronavirus
2019-nCoV 2019 novel coronavirus
ARDS acute respiratory distress syndrome
ICU intensive care unit
MOF multiorgan failure
WHO World Health Organization
COVID-19 Coronavirus disease 2019

CNS Central nervous system
SARS Severe acute respiratory syndrome
MERS Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
CVT cerebral venous thrombosis
GBS Guillain-Barr�e syndrome
AHNE acute hemorrhagic necrotizing encephalitis
MFS Miller Fisher syndrome
CSF cerebrospinal fluid
ACE2 angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
BBB Blood Brain Barrier
HCoV–O43 Human Coronavirus OC43
RT-PCR Reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction
FLAIR Fluid Attenuated Inversion Recovery
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The aim of this review is to provide a clinical and pathophysiological
approach to SARS-CoV-2 neurological complications based on the direct
or indirect (systemic/immuno-mediated) putative role of the SARS-CoV-
2 in their genesis.

2. Methods

This review has been carried out according to the PRISMA statement
(Moher et al., 2009) (Fig. 1). PubMed, Scopus and Cochrane Review
Fig. 1. PRISMA Flow diagram
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databases were screened (Supplementary data, Tables 1–2) from
December 1st 2019 to May 20th 2020, including all case series, case
reports and pre-print proofs about novel Coronavirus 2019 (nCoV-2019)
related disease (COVID-19). The possible neurological symptoms/mani-
festations during the clinical course and the main features of different
cases were sought by the authors. Additional relevant publications were
identified through references of the included reports or by manual
research on the journal websites. Only articles in English were analyzed.
The quality of articles was assessed according to the American Academy
presenting study selection.



Table 1
Neurological involvement in SARS-CoV-2 according to putative underlying
mechanisms.

Direct neurological system
invasion

Systemic disorders
leading acute CNS
injuries

PINS

CNS PNS

Hypo/anosmia
(I nerve palsy)

Dys/ageusia
(VII nerve
palsy)

Stroke (ischemic and
hemorrhagic)

GBS

Optic nerve (II
nerve palsy)

III nerve
palsy

CVT MFS

Ondine curse
syndrome

Subarachnoid
hemorrhage

AHNE

Meningo/
encephalitis

Seizures and status
epilepticus

Autoimmune
parainfectious
encephalitis

Myelitis Demyelinating
central lesions

CNS: central nervous system; PNS: peripheral nervous system; PINS: post-
infectious neurological syndrome; CVT: cerebral venous thrombosis; GBS:
Guillain-Barr�e syndrome; MFS: Miller Fisher syndrome; AHNE: acute hemor-
rhagic necrotizing encephalopathy.
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of Neurology criteria for classification of evidence in studies of causation
(Gronseth et al., 2017). Online surveys without clinical examination
performed by a physician were excluded.

The search strategy combined the following medical heading and
free-text terms: "COVID-19" OR "Coronavirus" OR "SARS-CoV-2" AND
"brain" OR "neurological" OR "CNS". The same procedure was carried out
for "SARS" OR "SARS-CoV-1" OR "MERS" AND "brain", OR "neurological"
OR "CNS" (Supplementary data, Tables 1–2). Most recent articles, not yet
indexed on PubMed but available on the journal websites and papers
under review in peer-reviewed journals were also considered (Fig. 1).

Study selection was performed by two researchers (PS and SB),
involving a third researcher (GN) for quality assessment and agreement.
Numbers of studies considered were noted in an Excel document and
tables were built with Word (Supplementary data, Tables 1–2).

For all studies, characteristics of participants (age, gender, confirmed
SARS-CoV-2 infection, clinical examination), ancillary exams and
outcome data were extracted.

3. Data availability

Title of all papers read, results of database research and publication
plan are available for reviewer upon reasonable request.

4. Results

Using our criteria, 42 articles (16 case series and 26 case reports)
were retrieved (Fig. 1), corresponding to 903 patients presenting with
neurological involvement in SARS-CoV-2 infection.

Eight hundred and twenty six patients presenting with neurological
involvement compatible with a virus direct invasion of the nervous sys-
tem were retrieved consisting of four case series (Moein et al., 2020;
Lechien et al., 2020; Giacomelli et al., 2020; Mao et al., 2020) and four
case reports (Eliezer et al., 2020; Galougahi et al., 2020; Gane et al.,
2020; Ollarves-Carrero et al., 2020) for a total number of 445 patients
presenting with hypo/anosmia, one case series (Mao et al., 2020) for a
total number of three patients presenting with amblyopia likely due to
optic nerve involvement, one case report (Wei et al., 2020) of a patient
presenting with third cranial nerve involvement, three case series
(Lechien et al., 2020; Giacomelli et al., 2020; Mao et al., 2020) for a total
number of 371 patients presenting with dys/ageusia, one case report (Li
et al., 2020a) of a patient presenting with symptoms of Ondine curse
syndrome compatible with a brainstem involvement, four case reports
(Moriguchi et al., 2020; Sun and Guan, 2020; Hanna Huang et al., 2020;
Al-Olama et al., 2020) of patients presenting with meningo-encephalitis
and one case report (Zhao et al., 2020a) of a patient presenting with
symptoms compatible with myelitis.

Fifty one patients presenting with neurological involvement probably
secondarily to systemic disorders during sepsis: seven case series (Li
et al., 2020b; Klok et al., 2020; Helms et al., 2020; Avula et al., 2020;
Oxley et al., 2020; Beyrouti et al., 2020; Lodigiani et al., 2020) and one
case report (Goldberg and Goldberg, 2020) for a total number of 41
patients presenting with ischemic stroke, one case series (Li et al., 2020b)
and one case report (Sharifi-Razavi et al., 2020) for a total number of two
patients presenting with hemorrhagic stroke, one case series (Li et al.,
2020b) with one patient presenting with cerebral venous thrombosis
(CVT), one case report of a patient with subarachnoid hemorrhage
(Muhammad et al., 2020) and two cases from one case series (Mao et al.,
2020) and one case report (Balloy et al., 2020) presenting with seizures.
Finally, radiological signs of brain endotheliopathy were found in four
decedents out of 20 in a post-mortem MRI study (Coolen et al., 2020).

Twenty-six patients presenting with neurological involvement prob-
ably due to a post-infectious neurological syndrome (PINS) (Marchioni
et al., 2013): 13 patients with a Guillain-Barr�e syndrome (GBS) (Zhao
et al., 2020b; Padroni et al., 2020; Coen et al., 2020; Sedaghat and
Karimi, 2020; Virani et al., 2020; Toscano et al., 2020; Alberti et al.,
2020; Otmani et al., 2020; Camdessanche et al., 2020), one patient with
3

acute hemorrhagic necrotizing encephalitis (Poyiadji et al., 2019)
(AHNE), one patient with central nervous system (CNS) demyelinating
lesions (Zanin et al., 2020), two case series and one case report for a total
number of nine PINS associated encephalitis (Bernard-Valnet et al., 2020;
Dogan et al., 2020; Pilotto et al., 2020), one patient with a Miller Fisher
syndrome (MFS) (Guti�errez-Ortiz et al., 2020) and one patient with a
polyneuritis cranialis (Guti�errez-Ortiz et al., 2020).

Table 1 and Fig. 2 summarized different neurological involvements
and pathogenic mechanisms supposed.

5. Discussion

The neurological tropism of coronaviruses is well described (Bohm-
wald et al., 2018), in particular for SARS-CoV-1 that shares highly similar
genomic sequences with SARS-CoV-2 (Wu et al., 2020; Zhu et al., 2020)
and likely similar biological properties. In animal models, SARS-CoV
penetrates in the brain through the olfactory bulb and, from there,
spreads within the CNS (Netland et al., 2008), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
(Hung et al., 2003; Lau et al., 2004), hypothalamus and cortical neurons
(Ding et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2005). In the brainstem, the ambiguous
nucleus and the solitary tract, responsible for respiratory control, can be
targeted by coronaviruses, hinting toward central hypoventilation
mechanisms likely contributing to SARS-CoV-2 respiratory failure (Li
et al., 2020a). Apart from a direct virus invasion, SARS-CoV-2 neuro-
logical damages can be related to the systemic inflammatory response,
due to the innate immunity activation that leads in severe cases to a
“cytokine storm” responsible for acute thrombo-embolic complications
and post-infectious dysimmune inflammatory neurological illnesses that
likely involve both cell mediated immune reaction and humoral immune
system.

1. SARS-CoV-2 direct nervous system invasion

Direct SARS-CoV-2 invasion of nervous system is probably due to two
non-exclusive mechanisms: a trans-neuronal retrograde pathway (Des-
forges et al., 2019) and a hematogenous invasion, with transcytosis or
direct infection of endothelial or epithelial cells of the Blood Brain Bar-
rier (BBB) favoured by their expression of angiotensin-converting
enzyme (ACE) 2 receptors (Bohmwald et al., 2018).

The trans-neuronal retrograde pathway partly accounts for anosmia,
one of the most reported symptom in SARS-CoV-2 infection throughout
the world. Anosmia in SARS-CoV-2 is likely due to both transmission
impairment, by obstructive inflammation of olfactory clefts, that pre-
vents odorant molecules from reaching the olfactory epithelium (Eliezer



Fig. 2. Pathogenic mechanisms (direct invasion, systemic disorders associated with sepsis and PINS) according to the timeline of SARS-CoV-2 infection (early, overt
illness and late/post-infectious phase), classified as direct or indirect (see text for details).
PINS: post-infectious neurological syndrome.
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et al., 2020), and to perception alteration, through direct virus invasion
of olfactory sensory neurons. From the olfactory primary sensory neurons
SARS-CoV-2 can use the active retrograde transport axonal machinery to
reach the anterior cranial fossa across the cribriform plate of the
ethmoidal bone as a front door for CNS invasion. This pathway was
demonstrated in murine models of Human Coronavirus OC43
(HCoV–O43) infection (St-Jean et al., 2004) where virus antigens were
detected in the olfactory bulb three days after the infection, with no
traces in perivascular blood cells. Then virus may spread later throughout
the whole brain tissue, causing acute encephalitis and finally animal
death.

Clinically, olfactory and taste disorders are found between 33%
(Giacomelli et al., 2020) and 80% (Lechien et al., 2020) of hospitalized
patients, with feminine prominence and onset before hospitalization in
most cases (Giacomelli et al., 2020; Lechien et al., 2020). Anosmia can be
the only clinical manifestation of otherwise asymptomatic and uncom-
plicated SARS-CoV-2 infection (Gane et al., 2020) and does not seem to
relate to disease severity (Moein et al., 2020; Mao et al., 2020). Inter-
estingly, overall prevalence of olfactory complaints seems lower in Asian
cohort, with only 10.7% of patients affected by olfactory and taste
symptoms (Mao et al., 2020). Viral mutations affecting receptor-binding
domain of surface proteins, crucial for viral invasion (Chan et al., 2020),
or different ACE2 polymorphisms between Asian and European popula-
tion (Li et al., 2005), could explain such difference.

Brain imaginghas been seldom performed, but in the two reported
cases, one patient MRI disclosed bilateral inflammatory obstruction of
4

the olfactory clefts without any anomaly of the olfactory bulbs or tract
volumes (Eliezer et al., 2020) and the other MRI displayed normal signal
in the olfactory bulb and tract volumes without signs of nasal congestion
(Galougahi et al., 2020).

Direct invasion from SARS-CoV-2 may also induce meningoenceph-
alitis as described in four reports (Moriguchi et al., 2020; Sun and Guan,
2020; Hanna Huang et al., 2020; Al-Olama et al., 2020), all with
SARS-CoV-2 Reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
positive in the CSF. One patient showed raised intracranial pressure (320
mmH2O), mild pleocytosis (10 white blood cells per microliter), hyper-
intense FLAIR signal in right mesial lobe and hippocampus on brain MRI
(Moriguchi et al., 2020), another showed no involvement in other organ
systems but she experienced symptoms of typical meningeal involvement
(fever, headache, lethargy, neck stiffness, photophobia). Lumbar punc-
ture revealed pleocytosis, elevated protein concentration and RT-PCR
positive test in CSF as well as in nasopharyngeal swab and a favorable
outcome has been reported at day 12 (Hanna Huang et al., 2020). The last
case presented with fever, headache and mental status decline later
complicated by edema and intracranial hemorrhage (Al-Olama et al.,
2020).

Brainstem invasion by SARS-CoV-2 is suspected to contribute to acute
respiratory failure through a Ondine curse phenomenon as hinted by the
report of a SARS-CoV-2 survivor complaints (Li et al., 2020a): this young
patient described the feeling of being compelled to remain awake in
order to breathe actively and consciously during the intensive care stay,
suggesting central hypopnea respiratory dysfunction. This is a complaint
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typical of Ondine curse syndrome that is defined by a respiratory disorder
with ineffective breathing, apnoea or respiratory arrest during sleep
secondarily to central respiratory generator impairment, as often seen
after severe brainstem injury. Two groups of neurons in the brainstem are
in particular crucial for rhythmical autonomic respiration: pre-B€otzinger
complex (PBC) as primary respiratory oscillator, and the retrotrapezoid
nucleus/parafacial respiratory group, as secondary minor respiratory
network, participation controlled by PBC. From there, strategically
infection and destruction of the PBC region could lead to a shutting down
of all breathing generators (Gandhi et al., 2020). Unfortunately, the lack
in the reported case of detailed respiratory pattern, blood gas profiles and
other eventual signs of brainstem dysfunction do not allow a clear dif-
ferentiation between pulmonary (low CO2 levels and raised respiratory
rate) and central (low O2, high CO2 and reduced respiratory rate) (Turtle,
2020) respiratory failure. However, in previous studies of transgenic
mice intranasally infected by SARS-CoV-1 andMERS-CoV, high viral load
were found in the brainstem (Netland et al., 2008; Li et al., 2015; McCray
et al., 2007) supporting the hypothesis of a central hypopnea contribu-
tion to respiratory failure for this novel coronavirus. ACE2 receptor
expression in these medullary areas (Doobay et al., 2007) could
contribute to brainstem virus invasion and secondarily inflammatory
destructive reaction (Netland et al., 2008; McCray et al., 2007).

Three patients with vision impairment, possibly due to direct optic
nerve involvement, were also reported without clinical details to better
suppose the putative underlying mechanisms (Mao et al., 2020). Even if
not demonstrated in human, coronaviruses infections induce optic
neuritis in animal models (Seah and Agrawal, 2020).

One case of myelitis (Zhao et al., 2020a) with favorable outcome has
been also reported in a SARS-CoV-2 infected patient with symmetrical
weakness of lower limbs, tendon reflex reduction, urogenital tracts
symptoms and sensory Th10 level. Unfortunately, spinal MRI and CSF
analysis to confirm clinical suspicion of myelitis were not performed. The
virus direct invasion of spinal cord neurons has been supposed since
ACE2 receptors seem to be highly expressed also in that region (Nemoto
et al., 2020; Ogata et al., 2019).

Cranial nerves involvement by SARS-CoV-2 infection are also prob-
ably responsible of dysgeusia, a symptom present in over 80% of patients
and alone, without anosmia, in almost half of cases (Lechien et al., 2020).
This symptom is possibly due to the impairment of the gustatory
component of facial and glossopharyngeal nerves. The high expression of
ACE2 receptors on the tongue epithelium might be responsible for the
entrance of the virus in these nerves by the peripheral nervous terminals
(Xu et al., 2020) and a subsequent trans-neuronal retrograde pathway
may be supposed to hint CNS structures.

Finally, a single case of pure motor third cranial nerve palsy occurring
before the respiratory tract symptoms during SARS-CoV-2 infection has
been documented (Wei et al., 2020). There, brain MRI excluded aneu-
rysm, cerebrovascular diseases or tumoral lesions and, despite negative
SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR in the CSF, a direct SARS-CoV-2 invasion was pro-
posed as pathological mechanism. Alternatively, inflammatory factors or
a microvascular thrombosis due to the hypercoagulable state during the
infection are possible alternative mechanisms.

The ACE2 receptors that are critical for SARS-CoV-2 infection of
respiratory tracts could play an important role in brain invasion, as ACE2
receptors are highly expressed in the CNS vessels offering to SARS-CoV-2
a mean to cross blood barriers (Hamming et al., 2004). However, only
one human brain pathological study is currently available (Pan-
iz-Mondolfi et al., 2020) that supports a direct brain invasion by
SARS-CoV-2 infection, showing virus particles within cytoplasmic vacu-
oles in brain capillary endothelial cells of frontal lobe confirmed by
RT-PCR on frozen tissue targeting 4 different regions of the viral genome.
Even if evidences are scarcer than for previous coronavirus studies
(Oshiro et al., 1971), where viral particles were demonstrated within
cytoplasm vesicles in the neuron cell body, they at least plead for a he-
matogenous route invasion. This hypothesis is also supported by a
post-mortem brain MRI study of 20 patients who died from severe
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SARS-CoV-2 infection where four of them showed patterns of acute
intracranial vasculopathy that could relate both to endothelitis triggered
by direct SARS-CoV-2 invasion and systemic inflammatory syndrome
(Coolen et al., 2020).

2. Indirect involvement of the nervous system in SARS-CoV-2 associated
to innate immunity (over-) activation

Some neurological manifestations seen in SARS-CoV-2 can be attrib-
uted to an indirect involvement of CNS secondary to cardiopulmonary
insult or the virus infection related systemic inflammation/sepsis due to
the innate immunity activation. Among them, severe cases of stroke and
epilepsy reported during SARS-CoV-2 infection likely relate to these
mechanisms.

The prevalence of stroke during SARS-CoV-2 amounts to 6% (Li et al.,
2020b) and the link between those two conditions is suggested by shared
risk factors and the relationship between SARS-CoV-2 severity and stroke
occurrence. Indeed, patients with risk factors for SARS-CoV-2 severe
infection may have an increased risk of stroke and mortality due to
several complications such as hypotension, shock, arythmogenic cardi-
opathy, heart failure, disseminated intravascular coagulation. Cerebro-
vascular complications in hospitalized patients presented generally later
in SARS-CoV-2 illness course (median 10 days). However, stroke has also
been reported as presenting manifestation of SARS-CoV-2 infection, as
described in three of the four patients reported in one case series (Avula
et al., 2020), in two of six from Mao et al. (2020) and in six of nine in an
Italian series (Lodigiani et al., 2020). More recent cases series (Oxley
et al., 2020; Beyrouti et al., 2020; Avula et al., 2020) showed high NIH
stroke scale (NIHSS) score at onset, high frequency of large vessel oc-
clusion and perturbed biological profile with elevated inflammatory
markers or coagulopathy in the affected patients.

Cerebrovascular complications could be indirectly related to SARS-
CoV-2 through cardiopulmonary insult, as seen for any other respira-
tory infection (Elkind, 2007), but the more likely mechanism is probably
through an hypercoagulation state, termed sepsis-induced coagulopathy
(SIC), now a well-defined entity occurring during SARS-CoV-2 course
(Tang et al., 2020). Indeed, a third of all SARS-CoV-2 patients presents
with thrombotic complication despite adequate thromboprophylaxis
(Klok et al., 2020) and, elevated biological inflammatory markers (white
blood cells, neutrophil count, C-reaction protein and D-dimers levels),
known to favour thrombo-embolic diseases in general, have been re-
ported as in the previous epidemic of SARS-CoV-1 infection (Umapathi
et al., 2004). Furthermore, the release by immune effector cells of large
amounts of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IFNα, IFNγ, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-12,
etc.), a phenomenon dubbed the “cytokine storm” in severe SARS-CoV-2
systemic inflammatory syndrome (Mehta et al., 2020,Coperchini et al.,
2020) may further contribute to an endothelial dysfunction and
micro-thrombosis. Indeed, interleukin (IL)-6 that correlates with the
severity of SARS-CoV-2 infection symptoms (Zhou et al., 2020) is a
known risk factor for stroke (Jenny et al., 2019) and anti-inflammatory
therapy targeting IL-1β, secreted by the innate immune system, pro-
tects from stroke recurrences (Ridker et al., 2017). Finally, innate im-
mune response targeting endothelial cells infected by SARS-CoV-2
through the ACE2 receptor could lead to an endothelitis that could
trigger or enhance those thrombo-embolic complications. This explains
the high stroke recurrence and venous thrombosis among these patients
(Beyrouti et al., 2020).

Another mechanism for SARS-CoV-2 virus to induce thrombosis and
organ injury is dysregulation of ACE/angiotensin (AT) axis. Surface S-
protein, binding ACE2 receptors with a strong affinity (Zou et al., 2020)
may downregulate ACE2 receptors and AT2 receptor pathway. Resultant
effect of unbalanced overactivation of AT1 receptors way and inhibition
of AT2 receptors induce vascular permeability and acute organ injury
(Iroegbu et al., 2020). Brain capillary endothelium may be exposed to
this altered balance between pro- and anti-inflammatory pathways
resulting in increment of permeability or even direct loss of integrity and
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subsequent alteration of cerebral blood flow autoregulation and
increased risk of cerebral hemorrhage or ischemia (Sharifi-Razavi et al.,
2020), a mechanism thought to contribute to the acute intracranial
vasculopathy post-mortem MRI anomalies found in four out of 20 de-
cedents from severe SARS-CoV-2 infection (Coolen et al., 2020).

SARS-CoV-2 related sepsis could explain a reported case of aneur-
ismal rupture (Muhammad et al., 2020). Systemic inflammation with T
helper 1 response associated to innate immunity have been already re-
ported as favouring factors to wall intracranial aneurysm instability, as
macrophages and inflammatory factors have been found in the wall of
ruptured intracranial aneurysms (Zhang et al., 2016).

Septic state and related inflammatory cytokines also favours acute
seizures (Oddo et al., 2009) and likely explain the two cases of seizures
reported during SARS-CoV-2 infection: one from a Chinese case series
(Mao et al., 2020), without EEG data who presented with clinical features
of motor manifestations and loss of consciousness compatible with
seizure; a second case (Balloy et al., 2020) reported at day 15 of hypoxic
pneumonia with alteration of consciousness correlated to EEG abnor-
malities compatible with seizure. To note, in this latter case, the patient
had no history of seizures, no toxic blood concentration of drugs, unre-
markable CSF analysis with negative RT-PCR SARS-CoV-2 test and no
structural abnormalities in MRI. However, many seizures may have gone
unnoticed due to lack of systematic EEG monitoring. For instance, in
Mao’s series of 16 patients presented with confusion as presenting
symptom in half of cases or in the case series (Lu et al., 2020) of 306 mild
to moderate ill patients missed to find any clinical seizure or status epi-
lepticus, despite the co-occurrence of some potentially trigger conditions
(acute cerebrovascular disease, hypoxia, antibiotic drug, systemic dis-
ease, sepsis, etc). Indeed, confusion and sepsis are both associated to up
to 25% of non-convulsive seizures when specifically sought with EEG
studies (Oddo et al., 2009).

For this group of patients, management should include adequate
thromboprophylaxis as well as anti-inflammatory drugs targeting innate
immune system (Divani et al., 2020). This strategy could possibly result
in a restored homeostasis and decreased number of inflammation-related
neurological complications.

3. Post-infectious neurological syndromes (PINS)

Post-infectious neurological syndromes (PINS) (Marchioni et al.,
2013) can occur in SARS-CoV-2 infection like in any infectious epidemic,
see for instance Guillain-Barr�e syndrome (GBS) reports in the recent Zika
virus infection (Parra et al., 2016). PINS can involve both peripheral and
central nervous systems, separately or in combination, and follow
infection onset by a median number of six days, with 90% of PINS
occurring within three weeks after the infection onset (Marchioni et al.,
2013). The putative underlying mechanisms of PINS may include the
inflammatory state during SARS-CoV-2 infection which can favour an
aberrant immune response against nervous system due to both
cell-mediated immune reaction and involvement of the humoral immune
system resulting in the expansion of host antibodies or lymphocytes
cross-reactive with both viral and self-antigens (“molecular mimicry”)
(Fairweather et al., 2005; Rose, 2017). Indeed, in patients with SARS,
autoantibodies against the coronavirus spike protein were found to react
against human epithelial and endothelial cells with consequent cyto-
toxicity (Yang et al., 2005). Similarly, in patients with SARS-CoV-2
infection, antibodies against the virus can also attack antigens of
human endothelial cells in cerebral vessels or directly neurons through
the BBB disrupted.

To date, peripheral PINS associated to SARS-CoV-2 infection consist
in reports of a classic GBS in a total of 13 patients (Zhao et al., 2020b;
Padroni et al., 2020; Coen et al., 2020; Sedaghat and Karimi, 2020; Virani
et al., 2020; Toscano et al., 2020; Alberti et al., 2020; Otmani et al., 2020;
Camdessanche et al., 2020) and two reports of patients with Miller
Fisher’s triad of ophtalmoparesis, ataxia and areflexia with as only spe-
cific feature in both cases of SARS-CoV-2 related symptoms of anosmia
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and ageusia (Guti�errez-Ortiz et al., 2020). Interestingly, in these cases,
pulmonary involvement was very mild and RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2 in
CSF negative, providing support to an aberrant immune response more
than a direct viral invasion as underlying mechanism.

A probable central PINS is represented by a case of acute hemorrhagic
necrotizing encephalopathy (AHNE) or Weston-Hurst syndrome
(Poyiadji et al., 2019) presenting as an altered mental status after a
three-day history of cough and fever in a 60-year otherwise healthy
woman positive for SARS-CoV-2 viral nucleic acid in the nasopharyngeal
swab. Brain MRI showed bilateral thalamic and medial temporal lobe
FLAIR hyperintensities, hemorrhages on susceptibility-weighted images
and postcontrast rim enhancement. Weston-Hurst syndrome is a dra-
matic form of central PINS, more frequent in childhood, due to a
breakdown of the BBB with a cytokine storm release.

Another case of probable central PINS has been described in another
report (Zanin et al., 2020) of newly diagnosed demyelinating lesions in
brain and spinal cord appeared few days after anosmia and dysgeusia,
followed by overt pneumonia and positive nasopharyngeal swab test.
Work-up revealed negative RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2 in CSF and absence
of intrathecal oligoclonal antibody production. According to the author
hypothesis, CNS damage appears due to a post-infectious response since
brain lesions were not present in previous follow-up imaging for an
intracranial aneurysm.

Three reports of autoimmune encephalitis have been afterwards re-
ported. In the first series (Bernard-Valnet et al., 2020), two patients with
mild respiratory and general symptoms developed confusion and alter-
ation of mental state, with evidence of status epilepticus in one of the two
patients. Both had abnormal lumbar puncture with pleocytosis and
elevation of proteins, but negative RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2 and normal
brain MRI. The second case series (Dogan et al., 2020) reported six
critically ill patients with confusion and agitation. Brain MRI performed
in a half of patients showed cortical and/or white matter hyper-
intensities, with contrast enhancement and sulcal hemorrhagic features.
Lumbar puncture was RT-PCR SARS-CoV-2 negative without pleocytosis
but showed elevation of proteins. Patients demonstrated dramatic benefit
from plasmapherisis except for one case. That, combined with negative
RT-PCR and reversible MRI findings following plasmapheresis, pointed
out an autoimmune-mediated involvement. A third case of parainfectious
encephalitis was described (Pilotto et al., 2020) in a patient affected by
progressive and severe alteration of consciousness without respiratory
symptoms. Lumbar puncture showed mild pleocytosis, elevation of pro-
teins and negative RT-PCR for SARS-CoV-2. Brain MRI was normal and
EEG only generalized slowed. Methylprednisolone 1g/day for 5 days was
started with clinical improvement evident since first day. Patient was
discharged with unremarkable neurological examination and progressive
tapering oral corticotherapy.

Finally, the severe hypopnea observed in SARS-CoV-2 patients could
partly result from the combination of a direct neuroinvasion as described
above and PINS leading to central hypoventilation. The timing of this
respiratory degradation, typically around day 10, could argue to a
neurological involvement due to PINS.

Noteworthy, these post-infectious cases shared mild or minimal pul-
monary involvement, delayed neurological symptoms after virus infec-
tion and response to immune therapy. These considerations could be
important for early detection of these manifestations, prompt therapy
and prognosis.

4. Neurological-like symptoms

SARS-CoV-2 generally begins as a flu-like syndrome explaining the
high prevalence of headache, myalgia and dizziness that likely reflect
systemic inflammation more than a direct neurological involvement, as
their frequency correlates with the severity of the pulmonary involve-
ment (Heydari et al., 2020). As shown in observational studies published
during first weeks after the spread of the pandemic (Wang et al., 2020;
Huang et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2020), the most
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frequent neurological-like symptoms were myalgia (11–44%), followed
by fatigue (23–69.9%) and headache (6.5–8%). Heterogeneity in symp-
tom reporting methods and number of studies searching these manifes-
tations from each study must be considered.

5. Neurological complications in other Coronavirus respiratory
infections

To anticipate potential other neurological manifestations from SARS-
CoV-2 infection, it is useful to look back at the neurological complica-
tions previously seen in adults infected by other human CoVs, such as
SARS-CoV-1 and MERS.

In SARS-CoV-1 patients, the most frequent neurological manifesta-
tions reported were neuromuscular disorders (Zochodne, 2004; Tsai
et al., 2004, 2005), explained by a direct virus invasion and indirect
mechanisms relating to aberrant systemic inflammatory response and to
drugs used in ICU settings that led to axonal polyneuropathy, myopathy
and rhabdomyolysis. Similar phenomena are likely to be shared by
SARS-CoV-2 and should be closely looked upon in the coming weeks.
Neurological complications reported during MERS infection are less
abundant, probably due to high mortality (about 35%) for this virus
(WHO. World Health Organization, 2016). However, in the largest series
of MERS infected patients, more than one quarter of patients had
confusion and 8.6% seizures suggesting brain hemispheric impairments
arguing further for human coronavirus potential neurotropism (Saad
et al., 2014).
5.1. Limitations

Scientific reports centered on neurological involvement in SARS-CoV-
2 are still scarce and risk of publication bias is high. Moreover, most of
the studies come from hospitals in a period of overloaded work and
healthcare crisis and from cohorts with highly different outcomes. The
high rate of mortality in Italian cohorts could possibly lead to an un-
derestimation of subtle neurological symptoms. Neither, a standard
evaluation of neurological patients was used in all those reports.

Retrospective and prospective studies of larger cohorts are necessary
to assess correctly nervous system involvement.

6. Conclusion

In conclusion, there are evidences for a neurological involvement in
patients affected by SARS-CoV-2. Yet, neurological symptoms are mostly
mild and consist of hypo/anosmia and dys/ageusia through potentially
direct viral invasion, while severe neurological patterns are rare and
likely due to indirect pathogenic mechanisms like systemic inflammation
and post-infectious autoimmune mechanism.
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